BIRTHING BED

NIXIE - Ref.2100
Rings to fix the suspension
sling
Use the snap hooks to
adjust the lenght of the
sling to the situation
Telescopic IV Pole
(option) positioned on
the right or left of the
bed, with simple foot
release

Remote control
Wired. 2nd
available in
option

Central braking
with 4-wheel
steering device

SIMPLIFIED USER MANUAL

Labor
(option)

hanger

bar

Chair back
Electrically adjustable from
–12 to 70°.
Trendelenburg
position
switchable manually with
the red handles positioned
at the back of the bed

Side safety barriers
Retractable
and
detachable if necessary
Seat angles
Electrically adjustable from 0 to
20°
Placenta tray
10l sliding and
removable

Stirrups bracket
3 possible positions parallel,
30°, 60° + storage position
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Height of the seat
electrically
adjustable
between
645-1045mm
Footrest for
forceps (option)

Independent stool that can be quickly
and easily disconnected from the chair
by a simple foot action. Adjustment
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BIRTHING BED

NIXIE - Ref.2100

SIMPLIFIED USER MANUAL

(1) Back section up and down
(2) Seat section up and down
(3) Chair up and down
(4) Stool up and down (if connected to
the chair)
To move up and down the complete
bed (chair+stool), please press simultaneously keys 3 and 4

Stirrups handling

To change the position of the
bracket, pull down the black
button to release the locking
pin and then pull or push the
bracket to the desired position
Stool handling

Connected to the chair, the height of the stool is adjustable with
the bed remote control.

When disconnected, it is adjustable
directly with the switch located on the
stool, on the front right (if the battery
option is existing).

There is a tilt available on the stool.
You have to action the lever located
under the seat, at the back.
Safety precautions of use
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PUSH THE BASIN ALL WAY DON’T USE STIRRUPS
AS FOOTRESTS. It can’t
IN.
withstand the forces. Use
only dedicated accessories.

DON’T STORE THE STIRRUPS DIRECTLY ON THE BED. RISK OF
BREAK. Stirrups, when not used,
must be removed from their bracket and stored outside the bed.

The emission of a beep alerts you on an abnormal situation (failure, default risk).
Check the situation (conflict? Overload?) before continuing any bed movement.
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